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Abstract: This case study follows a veteran biology teacher, as she pursued the 

integration of technology-supported inquiry over the period of three years. The teacher 

was involved in the design and enactment of a web-based inquiry learning environment.  

Multiple data collected included videotapes of all the enactments, teacher interviews and 

videotapes of all design meetings. Teacher challenges relating to inquiry and technology

during the design and enactment of web-based inquiry are presented and discussed.

Introduction
Research and policy documents have long called for changes in the role of teachers to support inquiry 

learning and technology use; however, both issues still present teachers with several challenges (Cuban, 

Kirkpatrick, & Peck, 2001). Even experienced science teachers appear to need support to shift from inquiry 

rhetoric to inquiry practice (Luft, 2001) while  teachers who are novices to technology-enhanced inquiry 

learning may, in addition, face many logistical and technical problems during their attempts to integrate 

technology in science learning and teaching (Gerard, Varma, Corliss, & Linn, 2011).

This work outlines the findings of a case study of a secondary school teacher’s efforts to integrate 

technology-supported inquiry in her teaching over a period of three years. The analysis focused on two 

issues: First, the challenges that this teacher faced and how they were resolved and second, the development 

of the teacher’s technological pedagogical content knowledge (TPCK) over time. This work can contribute 

to the situated understanding of teacher cognition, as researchers have argued that there is a need to examine 

teacher learning from a learning sciences perspective, situating teacher research in the context of classroom 

practice (Fishman & Davis, 2006).

Methodology

Data sources 
This study adopts an interpretive methodology, choosing to describe a case study of one teacher.  The 

analysis follows Anna, a biology teacher, who at the onset of this work had 17 years of teaching practice.  

Anna volunteered as a participant in a researcher-teacher partnership with the goal of designing a web-based 

inquiry learning environment.  Anna was keen on employing technology-enhanced inquiry learning with her 

students; even though she valued technology, she never received any professional development on how to 

integrate ICT in her class. 

Through a combination of iterative data collection measures, which included multiple interviews, 

design meetings, informal conversations, observations of classroom practice and reflections on own practice, 

we sought to examine the challenges that an experienced science teacher faced as she integrated a web-based

inquiry learning environment in her practice. The teacher was interviewed four times, with each interview 

lasting about 2 hours.  Qualitative and quantitative data were obtained from three classroom enactments, 

while videotapes from three preparatory meetings between the researchers and the teacher during the third 

enactment, and 31 design meetings helped identify episodes when the teacher discussed the design and 

enactment process of the web-based inquiry learning environments.   

Data analysis
The Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPCK) framework (Mishra & Koehler, 2006) guided

the analysis of the data.  TPCK draws from Shulman’s (1986) concept of Pedagogical Content Knowledge 

(PCK), and focuses attention on the interactions between technology, pedagogy, and content.  Following 

Koehler, Mishra, and Yahya (2007) we coded the teacher’s discourse during design meetings, interviews and 

enactment preparatory meetings, characterizing the talk according to three categories: Content, Pedagogy, 

Technology.  The evolution of the teacher’s talk was qualitatively analyzed over time and phase (e.g. design 

phase, enactment preparatory phase, reflection phase) with the goal of identifying and triangulating teacher 

challenges, and gaining a better understanding of the factors that contributed to these challenges.

Findings and Discussion
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As with many novice teachers, evidence from Anna’s interviews, classroom enactments and insights 

extracted from design meetings, points to the fact that integrating technology into her teaching was 

challenging.  Even though the teacher faced several technical challenges during enactments 1 and 2 which 

she attributed to her lack of knowledge of how computers work (Interview 3, Year 3), it was the interaction 

between pedagogy and technology that the teacher identified as most problematic.  Indeed, Anna even 

described the use of technology in this context as ‘frightening”, stating among others in Interview 2 that 

“Inquiry was not frightening. Computers were frightening. Not as a learning tool but the isolation they 

caused. I feel that I am not close to my students. That's why I talk/intervene to explain things! My only 

problem is the lack of immediacy with my students. They work independently. Reviewing their work is 

impersonal. You cannot see the logic behind their work. I want to be close to them and I can't be with all of 

them at the same time”. This finding, which was re-iterated by the teacher in design meetings and 

interviews, and triangulated by the examination of her classroom behavior, can be explained through 

examining the interaction between technology, pedagogy and content talk.  It is the development of this 

form of integrated knowledge about the interaction between the technology and pedagogy that troubled 

Anna over the years. Anna’s reflection above is implicitly a realization of her struggle to reconcile existing 

forms of Pedagogical Content Knowledge (e.g. it is important to have a deep understanding of students’ 

evidence-based reasoning) with the new technological affordances (e.g. allowing students to work 

independent of the teacher) and constraints (e.g. computer-supported collaborative inquiry is not 

immediately visible to the teacher).

Over time, Anna developed strategies to combat her initial feelings of self-identified inadequacy 

about how to best guide student inquiry thinking. However, Anna’s case study suggests that the 

development of TPCK is not a linear function depending on time and accrued experience.  Findings from 

Enactment 3 indicate that, without the opportunity to adapt the unit to her developing TPCK, the teacher 

expressed insecurity and disappointment in teaching with technology in this context, a fact verified by our 

analyses of her classroom practices during this enactment. Her confidence in her understanding of the 

interaction between technology, pedagogy and content recessed when, during Enactment 3, she taught a 

web-based unit, using the same technology but on a different topic and without the opportunity to tailor 

content, technology and pedagogy to her own epistemology of teaching.

The combined examination of Anna’s enactments and reflections after these enactments suggests 

that Anna became more confident in her teaching with technology over time, not simply because of 

continued exposure to teaching with technology but, in addition, because of the opportunity to engage in the 

iterative design of the technology-enhanced curriculum.  The latter allowed her to technology to address her 

pedagogical concerns.  In this sense, her design involvement proved to be an emancipating factor allowing 

her to function within her own zone of proximal development for the specific enactment.  Such findings 

have implications for teachers’ professional development for technology-enhanced learning.
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